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Abstract: In this paper, we present a non-destructive testing (NDT) technique based on in situ detec-
tion of defects up to 100 ◦C by ultrasonic testing (UT) during construction of parts by a metal additive
manufacturing technology known as wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM). The proposed tech-
nique makes use of interlayer application of commercial solder flux to serve as coupling medium
for in situ inspection using a special-purpose UT probe. The experimental work was carried out in
deposited ER5356 aluminum straight walls following a threefold structure. First, characterization
tests with geometrically similar walls with and without interlayer application of solder flux highlight
its neutrality, with no effect on the chemical, metallurgical and mechanical properties of the walls.
Secondly, UT tests on walls at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 100 ◦C demonstrate
the satisfactory performance of the solder flux as a coupling medium, with little to no soundwave
amplitude losses or noise. Finally, acoustic attenuation, impedance and transmission estimations
highlight the effectiveness of the proposed technique, establishing a basis for the future development
of automated NDT systems for in situ UT of additive manufacturing processes.

Keywords: wire arc additive manufacturing; non-destructive testing; ultrasonic testing;
high-temperature inspection

1. Introduction

Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) has attracted increasing interest over the
years in the manufacturing sector, owing to accessibility and sustainability in fabricating
large-scale metal parts by means of high deposition rates and material efficiency. Contrary
to other metal additive manufacturing processes, WAAM can be carried out using low-cost
equipment that is accessible to most manufacturing companies and research institutions
worldwide [1,2]. However, there are some downsides to this technology that affect the qual-
ity of WAAM parts, limiting their ability to satisfy standard industrial requirements [3,4].
The most noticeable downsides concern the rough surface quality and low geometric preci-
sion of WAAM parts, which can usually be circumvented by employing fine machining
operations in postprocessing steps [5].

Other defects in the microscopic range, such as porosity, cracking or lack of fusion [6–8],
may appear within parts; such defects cannot be solved with machining operations but
require other solutions in the form of heat treatment, surface rolling or even optimization
of the processing parameters. The application of any of these solutions, besides being
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time- and energy-consuming, requires prior knowledge with respect to the morphology,
dimensions and cause of typical defects in WAAM parts [9].

To this end, non-destructive testing (NDT) can be implemented to detect and evaluate
different types of defects on parts without putting their service use in jeopardy [10], unlike
destructive tests usually performed on a limited amount of dedicated samples. Several NDT
methods are readily available in several industrial sectors that make use of conventional
manufacturing technologies, such as metal forming, casting and welding, among others.
We recently conducted a broad review of NDT methods in terms of their applicability to
the analysis of different types of defects on samples produced by WAAM [11].

According to the aforementioned review, ultrasonic-based NDTs are used when a
high inspection quality and flexibility can be assured in wide scanning areas [12]. These
experimental tests are carried out by generating waves via a transmitting transducer/probe,
which are passed through samples and ultimately returned to the same transducer (pulse–
echo mode) or to a separated receiving transducer (pitch–catch mode) [13,14]. Ultrasonic
NDT (hereafter simply referred to a UT) is not new and has been widely used to evaluate
welded structures for decades in engineering applications [15].

Simulation and experimental analyses were recently conducted to understand the
interaction between the emitted UT beam and the WAAM component [11]. In general
terms, results show that phased-array UT (PAUT) is suitable for the detection of WAAM
defects, including sizing, morphology and location, but only for a maximum of 91 µm
average waviness profiles. This value implies carrying out postprocessing by machining
before testing, as standard waviness values for WAAM parts can easily surpass the range
of millimeters [16]. Moreover, contact-based immersion UT is normally used to promote
uniform coupling between the probe and samples to convey acoustic energy while avoiding
large impedance mismatches caused by an air media [10].

Non-contact acoustic and ultrasonic systems are available in the market and represent
a reliable solution for in-process inspection for several materials, such as wooden panel
paintings, composite panels, graphite, etc. [17]. However, in the case of metals, their effi-
ciency rapidly decreases with distance between the probes and the surface of the test object.
Moreover, the available frequencies for such air-coupled ultrasound techniques are very
low (typically below 200 or 400 kHz), corresponding to very high wavelengths, therefore
hindering the detection of small defects. Other non-contacting ultrasonic transducers
include EMATs (electromagnetic acoustic transducers) and capacitance transducers [18,19].
However, both these devices are much less sensitive than piezoelectric transducers and can
only operate at short distances from electrically conducting surfaces.

Nevertheless, UT remains suitable, mostly in cases in which offline inspection of
WAAM parts is to be carried out, i.e., after all part layers have been deposited. In order to
employ UT for in situ applications in WAAM, a coupling medium is necessary to enable
transmission and reception of soundwaves with minimal reflection between the two media
(probe wedge and material to be inspected). Additionally, the coupling must endure heat
dissipation from the as-built metal layers without compromising the mechanical, chemical
and metallurgical properties of WAAM parts [20]. We believe that this last segment is
crucial because it assures that any in situ UT-based analysis will not significantly affect the
productivity of WAAM, as there is no need to remove coupling residues left out before
restarting the material deposition cycles.

In view of the challenges presented above, the focus of the present study is the
applicability of in situ UT in WAAM using solder flux as the coupling medium between
the UT probe and the deposited material. The proposed technique involves the following
three main mechanisms performed in sequence: (1) metal deposition by WAAM through a
welding torch; (2) application of solder flux by means of a coupling feeder on top of the
regions of the part to be analyzed and (3) utilization of a UT contact probe to selectively
scan the desired regions of the part (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of in situ ultrasonic testing (UT) in wire arc additive manufac-
turing (WAAM). 
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which will be presented throughout this paper. First, comparisons of the metallurgical, 
mechanical and chemical characteristics were carried out on walls with and without in-
terlayer application of solder flux. Secondly, UT using a solder-flux-based coupling me-
dium was tested at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 100 °C to detect de-
fects within the walls. Finally, the acoustic properties of the solder flux were further in-
vestigated demonstrate its effectiveness as a coupling medium for in situ UT during layer-
by-layer WAAM construction. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Metal Deposition 

Metal deposition by WAAM was carried out using 1.2 mm diameter ER5356 alumi-
num welding wire, with 10 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum baseplates as consumables. The 
welding wire was supplied by ESAB (United Kingdom), the chemical composition of 
which is disclosed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Chemical composition of the ER5356 aluminum wire (in weight percentage). 

Composition (%wt) 
Si Cu Fe Zn Mg Mn Cr Ti Al 

0.03 0.01 0.15 0.01 4.83 0.14 0.11 0.09 Balance 

An in-house WAAM system was used, comprising a KRC6 Kuka 6-axis robot 
equipped with a Fronius TPS 4000 cold metal transfer welding power source. High-purity 
(99.99%) argon was used as shielding gas; the main processing parameters utilized during 
metal deposition by WAAM are summarized in Table 2. The solder flux used in the ex-
periments was liquid FL50 supplied by JBC (Spain).  

  

Figure 1. Schematic representation of in situ ultrasonic testing (UT) in wire arc additive manufactur-
ing (WAAM).

The feasibility of the proposed in situ UT technique follows a threefold structure,
which will be presented throughout this paper. First, comparisons of the metallurgical,
mechanical and chemical characteristics were carried out on walls with and without inter-
layer application of solder flux. Secondly, UT using a solder-flux-based coupling medium
was tested at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 100 ◦C to detect defects
within the walls. Finally, the acoustic properties of the solder flux were further investigated
demonstrate its effectiveness as a coupling medium for in situ UT during layer-by-layer
WAAM construction.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Metal Deposition

Metal deposition by WAAM was carried out using 1.2 mm diameter ER5356 aluminum
welding wire, with 10 mm thick 6061-T6 aluminum baseplates as consumables. The welding
wire was supplied by ESAB (United Kingdom), the chemical composition of which is
disclosed in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the ER5356 aluminum wire (in weight percentage).

Composition (%wt)

Si Cu Fe Zn Mg Mn Cr Ti Al
0.03 0.01 0.15 0.01 4.83 0.14 0.11 0.09 Balance

An in-house WAAM system was used, comprising a KRC6 Kuka 6-axis robot equipped
with a Fronius TPS 4000 cold metal transfer welding power source. High-purity (99.99%)
argon was used as shielding gas; the main processing parameters utilized during metal
deposition by WAAM are summarized in Table 2. The solder flux used in the experiments
was liquid FL50 supplied by JBC (Spain).

Table 2. Summary of the main processing parameters used for metal deposition by WAAM.

Current (A) Voltage(V) Wire Feed
Speed (m/min)

Travel Speed
(m/min)

Gas Flow
Rate(l/min)

100 16 8 0.8 20
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The deposition strategy consisted of single bead layers built using a torch with a work-
ing angle of 90 degrees for the production of straight walls with a height of 140 mm height,
a length of 200 mm and a thickness of approximately 10 mm. The remaining construction
procedures are presented in Table 3 for three different wall sets sorted according to their
testing purpose.

Table 3. Construction procedures for the three different sets of WAAM aluminum straight walls used
in the experimental tests.

Wall Set ID Construction Procedure
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#1 Metal deposition without solder flux

#2 Metal deposition with interlayer
application of solder flux

#3 Metal deposition combined with drilled
artificial defects

First, wall sets #1 and #2 consisting of straight aluminum walls built without and with
interlayer application of solder flux, respectively, were used to assess differences at three
levels: (i) mechanical, (ii) metallurgical and (iii) chemical. The aim of this procedure was to
verify whether solder flux can be safely applied after the deposition of each layer without
requiring removal and, most importantly, without leading to any unwanted changes in the
material properties. The experimental tests used to analyze the chemical, metallurgical and
mechanical characteristics of wall sets #1 and #2 are further described in Section 2.2.

Secondly and finally, the performance and effectiveness of the solder flux as a coupling
medium for UT were tested with wall set #3, with straight aluminum walls with artificial
defects in their interior at varying depths for further detection and analysis via UT on the
top region of the final walls. Conclusions were subsequently drawn with respect to the
acoustic capabilities of the selected solder flux. The experimental tests used to fulfill the
aforementioned purposes are further detailed in Section 2.3.

2.2. Characterization Tests

Straight ER5356 aluminum walls built by WAAM with and without interlayer applica-
tion of solder flux (refer back to wall set IDs #1 and #2 of Table 3) were metallurgically and
chemically characterized of by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To this end,
metallographic samples parallel to the building direction (z-axis, as shown in Figure 2) were
extracted from the aluminum walls to observe and analyze the microstructural features of
the deposited material for both wall sets.

Afterwards, the metallographic samples were cleaned, ground, polished and etched
by immersion using Keller’s etch to reveal the microstructure of the deposited material.
Observations were conducted using a Motic BA310 MET-H optical microscope. Other
images extracted from micro areas of the metallographic samples were analyzed by energy
dispersive spectrometry (EDS) to assess particle distribution in the deposited material and
verify its chemical composition.

The mechanical properties of the deposited material were obtained from tensile tests
carried out at room temperature on an INSTRON 5900 universal testing machine. The tests
were conducted according to the guidelines provided by ASTM standard E8/E8 M-16 [21]
using round dogbone specimens cut from the aluminum straight walls perpendicular and
parallel to the building direction used during deposition (Figure 2). Milling and turning
were required after deposition to extract tensile test specimens with the required geometry,
dimensions and surface conditions.

Lastly, the fracture surfaces of the tensile testing specimens were cleaned and further
analyzed using a Hitachi S-2400 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with the objective of
observing and characterizing the fracture morphology of the deposited material.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the tensile test specimens extracted from the deposited ER5356
aluminum straight walls.

2.3. Non-Destructive Testing

Aluminum straight wall set #3 (refer back to Table 3) was first inspected using the
conventional OmniScan® SX (Olympus, Japan) ultrasonic testing (UT) equipment. To this
end, local artificial defects in the form of small linear pores were machined using a Ø 2 mm
drilling tool, with depths ranging from 2 and 6 mm from the top of the walls. After drilling,
metal deposition was restarted so that the defects remained enclosed in the interior of the
walls, where they would be unnoticeable in other surface-character NDT, such as by visual
inspection or dry penetration testing [22]. Artificial defects were then detected by UT at
temperatures ranging from room temperature to 100 ◦C on the topmost layer after covering
it with FL50 solder flux.

An Olympus 5 MHz small-footprint probe with a 5 mm diameter equipped with a
special-purpose cylindrically shaped wedge was used for UT inspections (Figure 3). The
wedge was made of Rexolite® 1422 (widely used in manufacturing of wedges [23]) and
was shaped to accommodate the curvature of the top surface of the deposited aluminum
walls under study. In addition, the wedge height (hRe) was purposely designed to avoid
echo repetitions in the area of interest. This was performed considering the sound
velocities in the aluminum (vAl) and Rexolite solid (vRe) media with a 40 mm detection
height (hAl) as follows:

hRe =
hAl × vRe

vAl
=

40× 2.35× 106

6.3× 106 = 15 mm (1)
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The wedge height (hRe) must also account for fluctuations in the sound intensity that
can recur within the Fresnel region (also known as the near field) of the emitted soundwaves.
This region is adjacent to the UT probe and is followed by the Fraunhofer region (far field),
where the soundwave reaches its maximum intensity and therefore produces the strongest
echoes and, consequently, the most accurate results [24]. The transition point (N (mm))
between the two fields can be calculated based on the acquisition frequency ( f

(
s−1))

and diameter (D (mm)) of the UT probe, as well as the speed of sound in Rexolite®

(1422 vRe = 2.362× 106 mm/s) as follows:

N =
D2 × f
4× vRe

(2)

Equation (2) yields a transition point situated 13.3 mm from the UT probe, which
resulting in the maximum intensity of the soundwave coincident to the inspected walls.

The results obtained using the proposed UT technique were validated using stan-
dard offline UT tests on deposited walls fully immersed in a water-filled tank at room
temperature. Technical information on the UT equipment and inspection tank used for
immersion UT can be found elsewhere [15]. Afterwards, the same walls were further
tested by digital radiography (DR) using a SMART 583-1007 from YXLON International
instrument (Hattingen, Germany) to provide insights with respect to sizing, morphology
and the location of artificial defects.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Material Properties

The first subsection of results presented in the paper covers the analysis of the chemical,
metallurgical and mechanical characteristics of ER5356 aluminum walls built by WAAM
with or without interlayer application of FL50 solder flux.

Based on these results, one of the following three scenarios is expected to occur:
(1) the solder flux reacts with the molten material, and its properties are deteriorated;
(2) the solder flux has a synergistic effect on the molten material, improving its properties;
or (3) the solder flux behaves as a neutral agent during deposition, with little or no effect
on the characteristics of the deposited material. We believe that scenarios (2) and (3) are
acceptable to validate the applicability of the solder flux in situ, whereas scenario (1) would
imply that the solder flux is not suitable for in situ UT.

Figure 4 presents the average true stress–strain curves obtained in the tensile tests with
round dogbone specimens taken from wall sets #1 and #2 parallel and perpendicular to
the building direction. By considering the same specimen orientation, both average stress–
strain curves were found to be nearly equal to one another. The mechanical properties
obtained from tensile testing shown in Table 4 follow the same logic, denoting very similar
values for the Young’s modulus (E (GPa)), yield strength (σy (MPa)), ultimate tensile
strength (σuts (MPa)) and elongation at break (e f (%)) in both wall sets. Moreover, these
properties are similar to those commonly found in standard commercial Al-Mg alloys
with equivalent compositions, indicating that WAAM-based aluminum depositions can
accommodate industrial requirements.

Figure 5 shows the microstructure obtained from metallographic samples cut from the
aluminum walls from sets #1 (without solder flux) and #2 (with interlayer application of solder
flux). These images were obtained by optical microscopy under two different magnifications.
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Table 4. Mechanical properties of deposited ER5356 aluminum wall sets #1 and #2 in parallel and
perpendicular orientations to the building direction.

Orientation Wall Set
ID

E
(GPa)

σy
(MPa)

σr
(MPa)

ef
(%)

Parallel
#1 70 104 249 0.27
#2 69 105 250 0.27

Perpendicular #1 64 103 240 0.19
#2 68 103 241 0.20
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Both microstructures are composed of equiaxed patterns and irregularly sized grains,
highlighting the presence of small spherical pores. This type of microstructure corresponds
to what is typically found in most metal alloys processed by WAAM and analyzed in
the as-built condition (i.e., without any mechanical or thermally based postprocessing
operations) [25], mainly attributed to the heating–cooling cycles that occur during metal
deposition [26].

Comparing of the optical microscopic images taken of the metallographic samples of
wall sets #1 (Figure 5a) and 2# (Figure 5b) revealed no significant differences, justifying the
near-similar mechanical behavior and properties of the wall shown in Figure 4 and Table 4.

The morphology of the fractured surfaces from the tensile testing specimens is shown
in Figure 6a,b for wall sets #1 and #2. The images were obtained by SEM and reveal a
dimple-based structure with a highly stochastic size and depth. This structure is typical of
ductile fracturing with crack opening by tension (mode I of fracture mechanics) along the
length of the specimens [26]. No significant differences were detected between the results
of the two wall sets.
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Finally, the chemical compositions of the metallographic samples cut from wall sets
#1 and #2 are shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively. The distributions of aluminum (Al) and
magnesium (Mg) obtained by EDS analysis are also very similar and reveal a homogenous
distribution of particles without showing signs of inclusions or segregations. Based on
these results, it is possible to conclude that the FL50 solder flux applied between all layers
was completely volatilized during metal deposition by WAAM without leading to any
effect whatsoever on the material properties.
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3.2. Ultrasonic Testing

Ultrasonic tests were carried out in wall set #3 (refer to Table 3 of Section 2.1), in which
artificial defects were created by drilling. To this end, a Rexolite® 1422 wedge was attached
to an Olympus small-footprint UT probe to conduct continuous scans on the top region of
the walls using FL50 solder flux as a coupling medium.

Figure 8 shows the artificial defects at 2 mm, 4 mm and 6 mm depths detected at
room temperature by two different NDTs: (a) the proposed UT technique and (b) DR used
for reference purposes. The developed experimental setup involving the UT equipment,
wedge and coupling medium fulfills the requirements needed to detect defects residing in
the interior of the deposited ER5356 aluminum walls at all considered depths.
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Figure 8. Detection of Ø 2 mm defects at varying depths on deposited ER5356 aluminum walls using
(a) ultrasonic testing (UT) with the developed setup and (b) digital radiography (DR). The tests were
carried out at room temperature.

The performance of the FL50 solder flux as a coupling medium for UT was further
tested for different temperatures in the range of 50 to 100 ◦C using the same experimental
setup. Reference results are presented in Figure 9a,b for the detection of the 2 mm depth
defects using DR and immersion UT in a water-filled tank (i.e., unaffected by temperature),
followed by the results obtained using the proposed UT technique shown in Figure 9c,d.
For the last two figures, UT was implemented using solder flux as a coupling medium
with deposited ER5356 aluminum walls at room temperature (Figure 9c) and at 100 ◦C
(Figure 9d) on the onset of the measurements.
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Figure 9. Detection of Ø 2 mm defects at 2 mm depth on deposited ER5356 aluminum walls using
(a) digital radiography (DR) at room temperature, (b) ultrasonic testing (UT) by immersion in a
water-filled tank, (c) the proposed UT technique at room temperature and (d) the proposed UT
technique at 100 ◦C.

Results show that no relevant differences in terms of soundwave reflections were
detected at room temperature. Some noise in the UT results was detected when the
temperature of the aluminum walls was close to 100 ◦C, which is characteristic of UT
carried out at high temperatures [27]. Nevertheless, the detected noise did not comprise
the detection of the same defects, as proven by the similarities in amplitude distribution
between Figure 9b,c.

Soundwave amplitudes scans (A-scans) for the UT detections are plotted in Figure 10 as a
function of the scanning depth. The acquisitions made at room temperature corresponding to
Figure 10a with immersion UT and 10b with UT using solder flux as a coupling medium reveal
reflection peaks of nearly 2 mm from the first echo. The corresponding soundwave amplitudes
suffered a slight decrease from 75% to 73%, demonstrating the accurate performance of the
FL50 solder flux as a coupling medium for UT at room temperature.
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The soundwave amplitudes for temperatures of 50 ◦C and 100 ◦C in the region where
the wedge contacts the deposited ER5356 aluminum walls are shown in Figure 10c,d,
respectively. In these scenarios, the amplitude of noise is more significant (up to 35% ampli-
tude), and the reflection peak may be slightly wider due to decreases in soundwave velocity
(promoted by temperature increases) [28]. Still, the reflected soundwave amplitude can
be clearly distinguished from the remaining noises, meaning that the proposed technique
allows for scanning of the defect depth with the required accuracy.

3.3. Solder Flux vs. Water as a Coupling Medium

Ultrasonic testing is highly dependent on how the acoustic energy from the sound-
waves is transmitted from the medium. For instance, energy losses in soundwaves through
heterogenous media are expected to occur due to acoustic attenuation. Moreover, the
acoustic impedances of all media involved in UT have a clear impact on the effectiveness
of the acoustic flow through the system. Differences in the acoustic impedance of each
medium can give rise to considerable reflection percentages of energy at the media in-
terfaces, compromising UT performance [24]. Therefore, in this subsection, we present
comparisons of the acoustic characteristics of the FL50 solder flux as a coupling medium
for in situ UT compared to those of a water-based medium typically used in offline UT.

First, the acoustic attenuation of the solder flux and water coupling was characterized
by conducting a set of sound measurements on controlled media volumes using a conven-
tional 20 MHz UT probe. To this end, the decay of soundwave amplitudes observed in the
signal echoes were measured and plotted as a function of the scanning depth, as shown
in Figure 11. These data enable the computation of the linear attenuation coefficient (µ(
mm−1)) as a function of the initial A0 (dB)) and depth-dependent (A(x) (dB)) amplitude

and the depth (x (mm)) as follows:

A(x) = A0 × exp(−µ× x) (3)
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Fitting Equation (3) with the experimental data shown in Figure 11 for both media
enables estimation of linear attenuation coefficients (µ) of 0.069 mm−1 and 0.080 mm−1 for
the solder flux and water media, respectively. The similarity between the two coefficients
demonstrates that the performance of the FL50 solder flux as a coupling medium for UT is,
at the very least, similar (if not superior) to that of water in terms of acoustic attenuation.

Estimations of the acoustic impedance can be assessed with respect to the physical
and acoustic properties of the investigated water, aluminum and Rexolite media at room
(Table 5). The acoustic properties of the FL50 solder flux are also included in Table 5
and were obtained from the A-scans with controlled coupling thickness. Based on these
properties, it is possible to estimate the specific acoustic impedance (Z (MPa.s/m)) (assum-
ing nondispersive linear acoustics in one dimension) for each material according to their
density (ρ

(
kg/m3)) and soundwave velocity (v (m/s)) as follows:

Z = ρ× v (4)

Table 5. Physical and acoustic properties of the media used in the experimental ultrasonic tests at
room temperature.

Medium Rexolite Water Solder flux Aluminum

ρ
(
kg/m3) 1050 1000 1043 2840

v (m/s) 2362 1483 1443 6122
Z (MPa.s/m) 2.480 1.483 1.505 17.387

Estimations of the specific acoustic impedance (Z) for each medium enable compu-
tation of the soundwave energy reflection and transmission coefficients (R, T) along the
interface between two media [24]:

R1→2 =

(
Z2 − Z1

Z2 + Z1

)2
(5)

T1→2 = 1− R1→2 (6)

where the subscripts 1, 2 correspond to the media through which UT soundwaves flow. Be-
cause the amplitude of soundwaves is affected by three rather than two media, Equation (6)
must be rewritten to obtain the complete soundwave transmission (T1→3) occurring at two
interfaces as follows:

T1→3 = (1− R1→2) (1− R2→3) (7)
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By combining Equation (7) with Equation (5), the complete soundwave transmission
coefficient (T1→3) can be expressed as a function of all acoustic impedances (Z1, Z2, Z3):

T1→3 = 4−
4× Z2

2
(Z1 + Z2) (Z2 + Z3)

− 4× Z3

Z2 + Z3
(8)

where subscripts 1, 2, 3 correspond to the Rexolite, coupling medium and aluminum,
respectively. Using the acoustic impedance values previously disclosed in Table 5, the
complete transmission coefficients are equal to 0.18 or 0.20 when water or solder flux is
used as coupling medium, respectively. These results highlight that a coupling medium
composed of solder flux can slightly improve the effectiveness of the soundwave flow
when compared to water used for the same purpose, meaning that a smaller percentage is
reflected at both interfaces.

However, the transmission coefficient (T1→3) does not meet the maximum value of
Equation (8) for the materials under analysis, meaning that the selection of the coupling
medium for in situ UT can be further optimized. For instance, if Rexolite and aluminum
are used as wedge and sample materials, the transmission coefficient can be estimated as a
function of only the acoustic impedance of the coupling medium (Z2):

Z1; Z3 = 2.48; 17.387 MPa.s/m→ T1→3 =
9.92× Z2

(Z2 + 2.48) (Z2 + 17.387)
(9)

where the maximum value of T1→3 is expressed as:

dT1→3

dZ2
= 0→ −9.92× (Z2 − 43.12)

(Z2 + 2.48)2 (Z2 + 17.387)2 = 0 (10)

Equation (10) enables computation of an acoustic impedance of ≈6.577 MPa.s/m for
the coupling medium, as shown in Figure 12, which is about 3.4 times higher than that of
the FL50 solder flux used in this work. However, introducing the new acoustic impedance
in Equation (9) gives rise to a transmission coefficient of 0.3, which corresponds to a 50%
increase relative to that obtained with the FL50 solder, which leads to the conclusion that
other solder fluxes with higher acoustic impedance may lead to additional improvement
with respect to the effectiveness of the overall UT technique.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the in situ inspection of parts fabricated by WAAM
through UT using solder flux as a coupling medium. Defects such as porosities, overlaps
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and cracking, among others, can be detected and analyzed at intermedium stages of metal
deposition using an accessible, low-cost and easy-to-implement UT-based technique.

This strategy allows for task planning in advance to safely correct such defects in a
rapid and economic manner, preventing a defective final WAAM part that would have to
be sold as scrap. The following main conclusions can be drawn from this work:

• The FL50 solder flux used in the experiments behaved as a neutral agent in terms of
material characteristics of the deposited ER5356 aluminum walls when applied between
layers, indicating that the deposited material induced no reaction whatsoever with the
solder flux, even when UT was to be applied after deposition of each wall layer.

• Detection of defects with the proposed UT technique using solder flux as a coupling
medium is compatible with reference results obtained by conventional immersion UT
and DR.

• The performance of the solder flux as a coupling medium was shown to be slightly
affected by high temperatures in terms of reflection delays and noise amplitude. Still, it
achieved satisfactory accuracy in detecting the reflected soundwave amplitude at tem-
peratures around 100 ◦C, indicating that the proposed UT technique can be implemented
without having to wait for the deposited material to cool down to room temperature.

• The acoustic characteristics of the solder flux were shown to be slightly superior to
those of commercial water-based coupling media in terms of acoustic attenuation
and transmission.

• Estimations on the transmission coefficient for the experimental setup show that other
coupling media with higher acoustic impedances may further increase the transmitted
pressure energy from the UT probe up to 50%. Therefore, although the utilized solder
flux is suitable for in situ UT during WAAM, other coupling media may alternatively
be used to achieve further improvements in the accuracy and detection scale of defects.
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